
 Recharge & Refocus Mentor Award

4 Key Aims:

4 Proven Benefits:

* High Quality Mini Breaks - support yourself and others to find
perspective, manage difficult thoughts and improve performance.

* Mentors & managers who communicate with clarity - Be a mentor
or manager who helps their teams feel listened to, promote trust, set
effective expectations and communicate with HD clarity.

* Improve staff morale by making easily available effective tools, to
relieve stress and strengthen resilience.

* Help the organisation meet HSE stress management standards 3 & 5.

*Enhance managerial style to get the best out of teams. Be better with
people; Listen, motivate and guide to the best of your abilities.

* Improve staff productivity and performance. Empower staff to self
manage stress and difficult thoughts. Less distraction, more focus.

* Provide effective tools that promote 'achievable’ work/life
balance. A member of staff who feels mentally and physically well is
in the best position to deliver optimum performance.

* Reduce staff churn;  Help staff feel valued. Create a space new staff
can feel listened to and provide them with clear expectations,
communicated with clarity.



How It Works

100%

*"Our own life needs to be our message". Self practice. You learn to
develop a daily habit that works for you. To help find perspective,
manage difficult thoughts & enhance focus.

* Establishing useful mental habits to optimise your abilities and
focus your attention on what's most important. Clarity of the aims.
Focus on effectiveness. For both business and personal goals.

* Learn how to effectively communicate these techniques in a way that
suits you

Strengthen the 4 key principles of effective support & management;

- Listening
- Clarify your understanding 
- Setting clear expectations
- Communicating goals with clarity

Provide 'no fuss' tools to help support staff with work/life balance.
High quality mini breaks. Easy to access, convenient to do, immediately
beneficial. Grow morale.

Understand where the organisation can improve to meet HSE stress
management standards 3 & 5. Help meet legal requirements.

Underpinned with science. Every technique included in the RRMA has
been proven to be effective either cognitively, physically or within the
culture of high performing organisations.



Cost

The cost of the Recharge & Refocus Mentor Award is £895 per person.

This includes:

3 individual training sessions onsite - 1 hour per session

Foundation - onsite
Induction - onsite
Growth - 1on1 via phone or email
Award - onsite

Completion is usually across an 8 week period with the option to
extend.

1 on1 progress plan - meeting the specific needs of each individual.

Outcome evaluation for each participant.

Universal tools updated monthly to reinforce effective habits and
share with the team.


